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How To Fest
What is the Arizona
International Film Festival?
It is a 17-day celebration of
independent film and is the
largest and oldest film festival
in Arizona. Independent films
are extraordinary films you
won’t get to see on ordinary
screens, offering creative,
independent and thoughtprovoking points of view.

What kinds of films are
screened?
All kinds! We will be premiering
features and shorts from
all over the world including
drama, comedy, documentaries,
animation, social issues,
Arizona films, international
treasures and much more.
This year we have films from
30 countries including our first
from Mongolia. No matter what
you like, we have a film perfect
for you!

Can anyone attend?

Absolutely! There are films for
couples, families, friends, boys,
girls, young and old…ALL are
welcome.
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Can you meet filmmakers?
Filmmakers attend from all over
the world and have Q&As after
their screenings. They’ve come
to meet YOU, their audience—
let’s show them a Tucson
welcome!

Welcome
Festival Pass And
Ticket Information

You can purchase one of the
following passes or opt for
single admission tickets to any
Festival screening or special
event.

How do I choose what to see?

All Access Pass $100

With this Official Schedule,
circle the films you’re interested
in, and catch their trailers at

Entitles holder priority entry to
all screenings and special
events. Present your pass at
the door for admission.

You can also search for films by
topic or genre.

Saver Pass $25

www.filmfestivalarizona.com

Where do we park
downtown?
The Festival’s home base is
The Screening Room, 127 East
Congress (across from the
Chicago Music Store). There is
a parking garage just northwest
of us at Scott and Pennington.
No need to feed meters on
weekends or after 5pm on
weekdays.

What else goes on besides
films?
Lots! Follow us on Twitter
and Facebook for ALL special
events. There are Filmmaker
Breakfasts for early birds and
Music Cafes for night owls.
Our Opening Night Celebration
and our Arizona Filmmaker
Party are open to all!

Attend any five screenings of
your choice. Present your pass
at the door for admission.
Your Saver pass can only be
used by you.

Single Tickets
$8 admission for one evening
screening.
$6 admission for one matinee
screening.
$6 admission for seniors,
students and military for one
screening (except Opening
Night).
$10 single admission for
Opening Night reception
and screening.
Advance single tickets can be
purchased online at

www.brownpapertickets.com
or at the box office one hour
before each screening.

Publisher
Giulio Scalinger

From the
Honorary Chair:

Editor
Rocelle Aragon

As Mayor of Tucson, and as

Designer
Colleen Hench

this year’s Honorary Chair,

Production Coordinator
Claudia Jespersen

the Arizona International Film

Advertising Coordinator
Mia Schnaible

this exciting international event.

Contributing Writers
Melissa Pope
Madelyn Tucker

This year, the Festival includes films from 30 countries.

Writers
Chris Brown
Jayda Coons
Ryan Grandick
Lauren Kaiser
Marijel Melo
Ana Ribero
Matthew Schmidt
Andrew Stesienko
Bianca Williams

I would like to welcome you to
Festival! Tucson is proud to host

Filmmakers from Cuba, France, Germany, India and the
U.S. will attend and discuss their work. There’s a special
program on Cuban cinema, with 14 films––features,
documentaries and shorts––curated by Mayra María García.
The Arizona International Film Festival is Tucson’s––and
Arizona’s––longest-running film festival. Its success has
spawned a number of other local film festivals, that are
collaborating to create a “Festival of Festivals” later in the

Cover Design
Colleen Hench

year. The Arizona International Film Festival brings the world

AzMAC Board
Judd Ruggill (President)
Caren Deming
Ceci Garcia
Claudia Jespersen
Bret Primack
Giulio Scalinger

one of Tucson’s signature cultural events. Enjoy!

and its stories to our door. Thank you for participating in

Sincerely,

Jonathan Rothschild
Mayor
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April 11

Crossroads

Friday

Music by
Ritmo
Bacheché
The mission of Ritmo
Bacheché is to promote and
celebrate cultural diversity and
the music of Cuba.
The name is derived from
the African word, Bacheché,
meaning flavorful and the
Spanish word, Ritmo, meaning
Rhythm, thus Flavorful Rhythm.
This Afro-Cuban folklore
ensemble was founded in
2002 by Manuel Aregullin, the
musical director, vocalist and
percussionist for the group.
Opening Night Sponsors:
Hydra (Tucson/Bisbee)
Stella Artois
Trader Joes
Refugee Focus
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7:00pm
Late Spring
Keon-Hyun Cho, South Korea,
2014, 120 min.
In Korean with English subtitles
Set in post war Korea, a sculptor
with a debilitating disease thinks
his artistic career is over. Then
his wife finds him a model—a
young mother struggling with
an abusive relationship and
financial hardship, who agrees
to be his muse. With stunning
cinematography of the Korean
countryside, it is a beautiful tale
of hope, pain and devotion.

7:05pm
Greencard Warriors
Miriam Kruishoop, USA,
2013, 93 min.
Set against the backdrop of
the Iraq and Afghanistan wars,
a Latino family struggle to find
their place in American society.
Prayers seem to be answered
when they are promised
citizenship if their oldest son
joins the Army. With his brother
gone, the younger son and
his new found love become
vulnerable to the attention
of a local street gang. A tale
of consequences, sacrifice,
and guilt that leaves multiple
relationships forever changed.

Noche Cubana

April 11

Friday

7:10pm
Cas & Dylan
Jason Priestley, Canada,
2013, 90 min.
Dr. Cas Pepper ventures on
a road trip west after being
diagnosed with a terminal
condition. But he winds up on
the lam with a free-spirited young
woman, and the doctor’s plans
take a detour.
Starring Academy Award winner
Richard Dreyfuss as Cas, a selfproclaimed loner, and Tatiana
Maslany of the hit series Orphan
Black as the ‘anything-butnormal’ Dylan.

Crossroads
7:15pm

La Rumba
No Es Como Ayer
Mayra María García, Cuba,
2014, 47 min.
In Spanish with English subtitles
More than two centuries after
the birth of rumba in Cuba,
a new musical project called
“El Team Cuba de la Rumba”
takes a fresh look at the rumba
in its current incarnation. An
extensive road trip, from the
west to the east of the country,
captures in images and sound
the rumba’s evolution and
development to the present day.

Opening Night

9:30pm

AFTER PARTY
Close out the night
with some good
fest fun at
Fini’s Landing
5689 N. Swan
(near Sunrise).
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Saturday

The

Screening Room

2:00pm
12:00pm
Cine Cubano Family Drama
Baracoa 500 Años
Después

Mauricio Vicent, Cuba, 2013,
61 min.
In Spanish with English
subtitles
The Baracoa region is so
remote that most Cubans can
only dream of visiting, and yet
it looms large in the national
imagination. In sharing a rare
glimpse of a simpler life in
this natural paradise, this film
provides a biography of Cuba
as an island.
preceded by

Guanabo 23

A. Magdaleno/Evelio León/
Beatriz García, Cuba, 2007,
10 min.
In Spanish with English
subtitles
A revealing look at the
conflict between Guanabo
Beach locals and Havana
beachgoers.

A mother rediscovering her
passion for playing music forms
a deeper bond with her black
sheep teenaged son. Together
they explore a common interest
and help each other come out of
their shells. A film loaded with
musical talent and even guest
appearances from artists seen
on The Voice.

Kyung Lee, USA, 2014, 58 min.

$6 admission

preceded by

Meet the
Filmmakers
Chat one-on-one with
Fest filmmakers!
Saturdays at 11am
@The Screening Room

A visionary architect challenges
the public imagination with
his eco-friendly, futuristic
designs inspired by nature. This
documentary explores Tssui’s
life and work, focusing on his
journey to convince smalltown residents to approve his
unconventional-looking but
forward-thinking design plans.

Mayme Kratz/Stand Still
Suzanne D Johnson, USA, 2013,
25 min.
A fascinating portrait of artist
Mayme Kratz whose work utilizes
materials harvested from
overlooked desert debris.

7:00pm
Community
Troop 491:
The Adventures of the
Muddy Lions
Praheme, USA, 2013,
105 min.
On the rough streets of
Richmond, Virginia, inner city
kid Tristan witnesses a brutal
crime. Seen by the culprit, he
must decide whether to snitch
or keep quiet. Can the Boy
Scouts provide Tristan with
support or will he wind up
dead or in jail like his father?
$8 admission

Screening Room
9:30pm Dramatic Shorts
Mirage at Zabul Province Subsurface Flow
Nathan Bettisworth, USA, 2013,
16 min.

Carl Bird McLaughlin, USA,
2014, 15 mins.

When an IED destroys their
vehicle, two soldiers struggle
to return injured comrades and
civilians to safety.

In the desert, a troubled young
couple face the ghosts of
parents’ past.

Red Rider

Ilya Rozhkov, USA, 2014, 14 min.

Gala Goliani, USA, 2013, 17 min.
In this post-apocalyptic western,
revenge comes with a singleshell shotgun.

We Are Enemies

Two young soldiers in WW2
briefly bond when one cannot
bring himself to execute the
other.
Shorts
Dramatic
on
$8 admissi

Sierra

Chelsea Christer, USA, 2013,
18 min.
When Charlie learns her
childhood horse is dying,
she must swallow her pride
and return home to say
goodbye.

$6 admission
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Jill D’Agnenica, USA, 2013,
103 min.

Telos:
The Fantastic World of
Eugene Tssui

Saturday

The

a
on

$6 admission

Life Inside Out

4:00pm
Artists

April 12

A

April 12

April 12

Crossroads

Saturday

Koan de Printemps

Cyber-Seniors

(Koan of Spring)

Lou Ma Ho/Marc-Olivier Louveau,
France/Korea/Vietnam, 2013,
74 min.
In Vietnamese with English
subtitles
In Vietnam, an aging weapons
master in search of a successor
pays a visit to a retired general
with two sons. After both sons
fail to pass the master’s tests,
he takes notice of the general’s
quick-witted, charming daughter.
Could she be the successor he
seeks?

6:00pm
Inspiration

4:00pm
Family
Drama

Saffron Cassaday, Canada,
2013, 74 min.

The Vetters:
All We Needed

Imagine I’m Beautiful

Anne Bruder/Nancy Pokorny,
USA, 2013, 67min.

Meredith Edwards, USA, 2014,
88 min.

Proving you’re never too old to
learn something new, initially
reluctant seniors discover
the wonders of the World
Wide Web with the help of
their teenage mentors. A
heartwarming, candid and at
times humorous exploration of
the victories and challenges
seniors encounter as they
dive into the digital world.

Having finally fulfilled her dream
of moving to New York, Lana
does everything in her power
to improve her depressed new
roommate’s life. An unlikely
friendship is formed when
they open up about personal
tragedies. Lana relentlessly
tries to fix things, but maybe
she needs help too.

$6 admission

$6 admission

$6 admission

The Vetter siblings accumulate
running championships at
the highest levels, despite
heartbreak, poverty, and gender
discrimination. The siblings
reflect on personal trials and
competitions in Ohio and Tucson,
while offering a moving tribute
to the father who made their
success possible.
preceded by

For the Love of Dogs
Tim O’Donnell, USA, 2014,
26 min.

Venues

The Screening Room
127 East Congress
downtown

Crossroads Festival
4811 East Grant
(at Swan Blvd)

na Internat
o
z
i
ri Film Festiva
l

Cory, a sixth grader with
Asperger’s syndrome, connects
with others and focuses his
mind through his love of all
things dog.

8:15pm
Family
Comedy
Eat Spirit Eat
James Bird, USA, 2013,
90 min.
A group of reunited foster kids
impulsively decide to produce
a film in order to win back one
of their friends’ birth fathers
by making him a star. In the
process, they discover that
sometimes family is defined by
more than just blood.
$8 admission

Filmmaker
Interviews
Weekdays at 3:30pm
during the Fest on
The Home Stretch
with Cathy Rivers
KXCI 91.3 FM or KXCI.org

$8 admission

l
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2:00pm
Lifestyles

a
on

Festival Director
Giulio Scalinger
Marketing Team
Mia Schnaible
Rocelle Aragon
Melissa Pope
Opening Night Committee
Claudia Jespersen,
Marissa Ruddell
Caitlin Smith
Design Team
Jennifer Foley
Colleen Hench
Colleen Loomis
Christine Scheer
Production Team
Sam Polito, Bret Primack
Jeff Rodenkirch
Selection Committee:
Patty Brueggeman
Tina Huerta
Claudia Jespersen
Jean Jessup
Lauren Kaiser
Brendan Guy Murphy
Liam O Mochain
Melissa Pope
Will Whetstone

12:00pm
Culture

Crossroads

Saturday

A

FEST STAFF

April 12
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Sunday

1:00pm
Global Docs
Agri & the Mountain

Hasan Serin, Turkey, 2013,
13 min.
A day in the life of young Agri,
who lives in the shadow of
Ararat Mountain.

Herd in Iceland

Lindsay Blatt/Paul Taggart,
Iceland/USA, 2013, 29 min.
A visually stunning celebration
of Iceland’s horse culture.

Not Anymore:
A Story of Revolution

Matthew VanDyke, Syria/USA,
2013, 14 min.
Two young Syrians tell the
story of their fight for a
future.

The

Screening Room
3:00pm
The Border

The Tinaja Trail

Bryce Newell, USA, 2014,
64 min.
In English and Spanish with
English subtitles
Hundreds of undocumented
immigrants die every year
while attempting to cross the
US/Mexico border. Through
the voices of those who have
crossed, those who have failed,
and those who are trying to
prevent more deaths, a complex
picture of the immigration crisis
emerges.
preceded by

Life on the Line

$6 admission

$6 admission

(This Film Must Not Be Watched)
Ali Kalantari, Iran, 2013,
97 min.
In Persian with English subtitles
In seeking revenge against her
cheating husband, Nikko, an
artist who always hides behind
the lens of her camera, weaves
a web of lies, violence, and
betrayal. As her story unfolds,
Nikko shows how desperation
can drive people to extreme
measures.
$8 admission

Screening Room

8:00pm Animation Shorts
The Alligator
Alexandra Barsky, USA,
2013, 2 min.
The swamp is a scary place,
especially when you’re
subhuman.

Astro…Not!

Mundo Sumergido

Sebastian

(Sunken World)

Alien Ma Alfonso, Cuba, 2013,
11 min.
A futuristic civilization
rediscovers the past underwater.
But will industrialization bring
progress or destruction?

Andrew Collora, USA,
2013, 3 min.

Rabbit and Deer

Our hero makes it to the moon.
But it’s not what he’s expecting.

Péter Vácz, Hungary, 2013,
16 min.

Fluffo

A friendship is tested by Deer’s
obsession to find the formula for
the third dimension.

Steve McClean, USA, 2014,
12 min.
The epic saga of a showbiz
bunny’s quest for freedom.

The Fog of Courage
John R. Dilworth, Spain/Hong
Kong/USA, 2013, 8 min.
Only Courage the Cowardly Dog
can save his human, Muriel, from
the dreaded Fog.

Vlad Marsavin, Russian
Federation/USA, 2013, 19 min.
A young boy uses his imagination
and a new friend to find color in
a monochrome world.

Virtuos Virtuell
Thomas Stellmach/Maja
Oschmann, Germany, 2013,
7 min.
Abstract ink drawings visualize
an operatic overture.

The Wild Wild Test
Jeff Bryson, USA, 2013, 4 min.

Retreat!

Lizzi Akana, USA, 2013, 4 min.

A senior driver faces down the
last frontier: the DMV.

Sharon Jones and the Dap-Kings
face a rampaging wolfpack in a
psychedelic dance-off.
Shorts
Animation on
$8 admissi
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In Film Nabayad
Dideh Beshe

Sunday

a
on

Daniel Roher, Canada,
2014, 21 min.
In English and Inuktituk with
English subtitles
An Inuit family recounts the
devastating effects of forced
relocation for the aboriginal
people of Resolute Bay.

Sally Rubin/Jen Gilomen, USA,
2013, 29 min.
In English and Spanish with
English subtitles
Thousands of children cross the
US/Mexico border every day to
attend school. This film follows
one family’s life of crossings,
separations, poverty, and hope.

Resolute

6:00pm
Family
Drama

April 13

The

A

April 13

April 13

Crossroads

Sunday

12:00pm
Community

2:00pm
Inspiration

Troop 491:
The Adventures of
the Muddy Lions

Raising Matty Christian

Praheme, USA, 2013,
105 min.

This inspirational documentary
profiles the life and legacy of
Matty Christian, born without a
full set of arms and legs and
without a tongue. Told through
interviews with key figures in his
life, this story pays tribute to an
individual whose courage and
fortitude made him a role model.

Christian de Rezendes, USA,
2014, 85 min.

On the rough streets of
Richmond, Virginia, inner city
kid Tristan witnesses a brutal
crime. Seen by the culprit,
he must decide whether to
snitch or keep quiet. Can the
Boy Scouts provide Tristan
with support or will he wind
up dead or in jail like his
father?

$6 admission

$6 admission

4:00pm
Road Trip
Cas & Dylan
Jason Priestley, Canada,
2013, 90 min.
Dr. Cas Pepper ventures on
a road trip west after being
diagnosed with a terminal
condition. But he winds up on
the lam with a free-spirited young
woman, and the doctor’s plans
take a detour.
Starring Academy Award winner
Richard Dreyfuss as Cas, a selfproclaimed loner, and Tatiana
Maslany of the hit series Orphan
Black as the ‘anything-butnormal’ Dylan.

Trailers, film info & more at
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$6 admission

April 13

Crossroads

Sunday

6:00pm
Lifestyles
Queens and Cowboys:
A Straight Year on the
Gay Rodeo
Matt Livadary, USA, 2014,
92 min.
Follow the International Gay
Rodeo Association for a year
and meet compelling characters
who eat, drink and breathe the
ranch and rodeo lifestyle...who
also happen to be from the LGBT
community. This documentary
busts stereotypes, opens eyes
and gets the audience cheering
for perpetual underdogs.

8:00pm
Youth Drama
18

Yunsun Han, South Korea, 2013,
105 min.
In Korean with English subtitles
An awkward boy is befriended
by the tough crew at school.
Smoking, drinking and lying soon
become part of the daily routine.
Throughout this universal tale
of teenage rebellion there are
typical struggles with parents,
loyalty and jealousy. But when
the violence gets out of hand,
how will it end?
$8 admission

$8 admission

Ready, Set, Party!

AZ Filmmaker Party, April 16, 10pm @ The Shanty
Hotel Congress Party, April 24, 9pm @ Hotel Congress
Awards Night Party, April 26, 9pm
@ Petroglyphs (228 S. Park Ave)

For Those That Came Before Us, by Lydia Maldonado

FESTIVAL EXHIBITION

Gente de la Tierra
(People of the Land)
April 12 - May 17
Gente de la Tierra takes a
look at who really creates
wealth and change in our
country. This exhibition is
dedicated to the everyday
workers, past and present,
that have created this
country’s wealth and to the
individuals that continue to
organize and fight for social,
economic, environmental,
immigrant, cultural, labor
and human rights.
Raices Taller 222
Art Gallery & Workshop
218 E. 6th Street
Gallery hours: Fridays &
Saturdays 1-5pm
Raices Taller 222
Art Gallery & Workshop
is Tucson’s only Latino based
non profit cooperative
contemporary art gallery.
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Monday

4:00pm
Lifestyles
Cyber-Seniors
Saffron Cassaday, Canada,
2013, 74 min.
Proving you’re never too old to
learn something new, initially
reluctant seniors discover the
wonders of the world-wide-web
with the help of their teenage
mentors. A heartwarming,
candid and at times humorous
exploration of the victories and
challenges seniors encounter as
they dive into the digital world.
$6 admission

Jazz Jams
Cool jazz every
Monday at 9:30pm
@ Elliott’s
135 E. Congress

Screening Room
6:00pm
Music
La Rumba No Es Como Ayer
Mayra María García, Cuba,
2014, 47 min.
In Spanish with English subtitles

Two centuries after the birth of
rumba in Cuba, a new musical
project called “El Team Cuba de la
Rumba” takes a fresh new look at
the rumba in its current incarnation.
An extensive road trip captures in
images and sound the rumba’s
evolution to the present day.
preceded by

El Bajo en la Timba
Cubana

Mayra María García/Luis Najmías
Jr., Cuba, 2013, 24 min.
In Spanish with English subtitles

8:00pm
Music
Unplugged

Mladen Kovacevic, Serbia,
2013, 51 min.
In Serbian with English subtitles
An existential allegory about
music played on tree leaves.
Meet Vera, an ex-private
detective, and Pera, the knowit-all peasant, who are the last
leaf-players in the autumn of their
lives. And then there is Josip, an
amateur inventor out to decode
the artistry of leaf-playing. Music
has rarely been so offbeat.
preceded by

Molotov

Cuba’s “Special Period” not only saw
the fall of the Soviet bloc but the rise
of Timba Cubana music. This film
explores the extraordinary playing
style created by famed
Timba bassist Feliciano Arango.

Iran Hernandez Castillo, Cuba,
2013, 13 min.
In the 1960s, progressive
movements in Cuba and
elsewhere inspired young
Americans to change their music
and their world. Fifty years later,
are the young still the core of
revolution?

$8 admission

$8 admission

April 15

Tuesday

The

Screening Room

6:00pm Global Shorts
Faint

Little Lies

Natalie Plaskura, Germany,
2013, 7 min.

Keith Adam Johnson, Australia,
2013, 15 min.

Time stands still so moments
are everlasting. A nameless
character is trapped, surfacing
and disappearing in a confusing
construction of thoughts.

When grieving Philip invites a
young boy home, he sets off a
dangerous game.

Rez Carz

Give

Clancy Dennehy, Canada,
2013, 7 min.

Ewan Bailey, United Kingdom,
2014, 14 mins

Chimeras
Mika Mattila, Finland, 2013,
87 min.
In Chinese and English with
English subtitles
Two contemporary Chinese
artists journey to understand
their personal and cultural
identities. The stories of
Liu Gang, a young emerging
artist, and Wang Guangyi, a
forefather of contemporary
Chinese art, illustrate the
struggles between East and
West, the past and future, and
professional and family life.

A woman has a terrifying
premonition of her sister’s
violent death. Can she stop it?

Abandoned cars rest silently
in fields, holding secret
conversations. Voice-overs by
Tantoo Cardinal and
Gary Farmer.

Into the Silent Sea

Sortie de Route

Andrej Landin, Sweden/USA,
2013, 25 min.
In English and Russian with
English subtitles

(Dead End)

Crystal V. Lesser, France,
2014, 15 min.
In French with English subtitles

Adrift on a defunct spacecraft,
a Soviet cosmonaut reaches an
Italian radio transmitter in an
attempt to save his life.

Paul and Dixie’s cross country
drive hits the end of the road,
in more ways than one.
orts
Global Sh on
issi
$8 adm

8:00pm
Artists

$8 admission
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April 14

April 16

The

Wednesday

6:00pm
History

Tatanka

Jacob Bricca, USA, 2014,
86 min.
When the protests of his youth
were over, Kit Bricca changed
from a radical to a breadwinner.
Decades later, he has a new
name and is still trying to save
the world. Archival and new
footage, plus interviews with
Joan Baez, Dolores Huerta
and Daniel Ellsberg, create a
bittersweet portrait of a man
who won’t let his dreams die.
preceded by

La Máquina de los Rusos
(The Russian’s Machine)

Octavio Guerra, Spain,
2014, 9 min.
In Spanish with English subtitles
A young man re-discovers his
childhood memories in his
father’s old super-8 movies.

Screening Room
8:00pm Arizona Shorts

Blue

Jae Staats/Jason Francois, USA,
2014, 5 min.
A routine breakfast. Mismatched
bowls. A couple find themselves
at a crossroads.

Brian

Rafael Gomez, USA, 2013,
8 min.

Shaker

Scott Parr/David Icely, USA,
2013, 18 min.
A young Tucson man struggles
with his art and identity after a
traumatic brain injury.
Jesse will perform live after
his screening.

Sheltered Love

Brian, a nine-year-old with a
physical disability, lives with his
family on the outskirts of Imuris,
Mexico, where small joys light up
his life.

Alex Italics, USA, 2013, 10 min.

Lapse: Confessions of a
Slot Machine Junkie

The Top Ten Places You
MUST See in Florida!

In 1950s suburbia, can a lovestruck bobbysoxer and her nogoodnik boyfriend find refuge
from her hot-headed dad?

Jonathan VanBallenberghe, USA,
2013, 13 min.

Alexis Preston, USA, 2013,
7 min.

A slot machine junkie explores
his rat/human alter ego in order
to confront the consequences of
his addiction.

An unhappy family attempts a
happy vacation.
horts
Arizona S on
issi
m
$8 ad

$8 admission
17

April 17

Thursday

The

Screening Room

6:00pm Feel Good Shorts
Bingo Night!

Jordan Liebowitz, USA, 2014,
14 min.
When a retired grandmother
faces eviction, she and her
elderly accomplices plan the
heist of the century.

Computer Potato

Todd Kipp, USA, 2014, 13 min.
Charles’ condition produces an
overwhelming desire to touch
everyone he sees. Then he
encounters an untouchable girl.

The Corner Table

Manjari Makijany, India, 2013,
24 min.
A mysterious stranger and a
young waitress converse at
a Mumbai café. Bittersweet
secrets revealed at the corner
table develop into a most
unexpected friendship.

A Good Match

Lyn Elliot, USA, 2013, 13 min.
Ann and Alex have split, but does
it have to be over with Alex’s
mom, too?

Ma Forêt

Sebastien Pins, Belgium,
2013, 7 min.
Discover the magic and
mysteries of a forest through the
eyes of a young child.

8:00pm
Road Trip
Si-o-se Pol:
The Last Days of
Parvis Karimpour

Henrik Peschel, Germany,
2013, 82 min.
In German/Spanish/English/
Persian/Arabic with English
subtitles
An Iranian refugee with a
terminal illness sets out to
reconcile with his long lost
daughter. After sneaking into
Madrid, he meets two other
migrants looking for direction
in their lives: a struggling
Italian pianist and a young
spoiled German woman. Their
common quest becomes
finding his daughter, but
together they also find true
friendship.

April 18
Friday

6:00pm
Survival

The

Screening Room
10:00pm
Cine Cubano

8:00pm
Mystery

Glena

Ghost Forest

Allan Luebke, USA, 2013,
84 min.

Arthur Egeli, USA, 2014, 88 min.

Featherweight champion and
single mother Glena Avila
must balance her home life
with dreams of becoming a
professional MMA fighter. As
she collects victories in the
ring, Glena faces obstacles
outside it, from a custody
battle to a break-up and
foreclosure.
$8 admission

La Guarida del Topo

Searching for a mythical Native
American burial ground created
after the Orphan Tsunami of
1700, two explorers meet a
mysterious Native woman on the
river. The land’s past haunts the
life of each character, setting
strange occurrences in motion.
$8 admission

$8 admission

Jazz Jams

Cool jazz every
Friday at 10:00pm
@ Miss Saigon,
47 N. 6th Avenue

$8 admission
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Alfredo Ureta, Cuba, 2011,
95 min.
In Spanish with English
subtitles
A solitary man finds himself
obliged to give his neighbor’s
niece shelter for the night.
Their mutual need for
affection and human warmth
leads to romance until her
husband appears.

April 19

Saturday

2:00pm
Culture
Transfusión
Robert Lemon, USA/Mexico,
2013, 102 min.

The

Screening Room
4:00pm
Cine Cubano
Penumbras

The arrival of taco trucks
in Columbus, Ohio brings
contrasting reactions from the
east and west sides of the city.
This documentary explores
Columbus in terms of the multifaceted dimensions of culture:
community, life, immigration,
and, of course, food.

Charlie Medina, Cuba, 2012,
76 min.
In Spanish with English
subtitles
A once-famous ballplayer and
his girlfriend arrive at a dismal
Havana hotel. The hotelier is a
baseball fanatic and ex-inmate
and addict. Facing a daunting
present and uncertain future,
the three form a relationship
of disillusion.

$6 admission

preceded by

Camionero

Sample Tucson’s
flourishing food
truck culture:
www.facebook.com/
tucsonfoodtruck
roundup

Sebastián Miló, Cuba, 2012,
28 mins.
In Spanish with English
subtitles
In the 1970s, Cuban students
would spend the last two
years of high school in rural
boarding schools. This fictional
film account of bullying and
angst is a favorite in Cuba.
$6 admission
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7:00pm
Music
The Sax Man
Joe Siebert, USA, 2013, 84 min.
Maurice Reedus Jr. is a
legendary Cleveland street
musician known by most as
the Sax Man. When former
bandmates invite him to play a
reunion show, Reedus reflects
on his own history with jazz and
R&B, and prepares for one more
turn in the spotlight.
$8 admission

Find Your
Films!
Search films by genre
or theme and create
your own list of
favorites at
filmfestivalarizona.com

April 19

Saturday

The

Screening Room

9:30pm Comedy Shorts
Bulimia: The Musical

Kristin McCasey, USA, 2013,
16 min.
This off-color musical comedy
follows a young girl’s journey
from her first purge to her last
breath.

The Dry Spell

Dan Rocque, Canada, 2013,
16 min.
With his relationship and sex life
going stale, a young man seeks
some third party liberation.

Foam Drive Renegades

Adam DeViller, Canada, 2013,
9 min.
When a gang of petty criminals
enlists the help of an irrational
acquaintance, they soon find
themselves re-examining their
life choices.

The Lavatory

Michael Kelberg, USA, 2014,
6 min.
Breaking public bathroom
etiquette, Tom must now face
Agent Callahan and The Lavatory
Patrol.

Minimus

Jonathan Hopkins, United
Kingdom, 2013, 6 min.
In the Coliseum, the weediest
gladiator in history is freaking
out big time. Can he overcome
his fear and meet a hero’s end?

Pain Staking

Adolfo Martinez Perez, USA,
2013, 11 min.
A best friend from hell shows up
asking for one final favor.

Roommates

Justin McLachlan, USA, 2014,
5 min.
Two roommates, one donut.
Can they learn to share?

Second Kiss

Robbie Norris, USA, 2013,
9 min.
After a one-night stand, a young
man finds himself in an awkward
situation with the girl’s family.

Tag

Freeland Shreve, USA, 2013,
5 min.
A father and his young son
make a game out of shooting a
groundhog that’s terrorizing their
vegetable garden...kind of like
tag.

Trust Me, I’m A Lifeguard

Tony Glazer, USA, 2014, 16 min.
In this Bro-Mantic comedy, two
lifeguards face some terrible
decisions: What is the meaning
of life? What makes a good
Speedo? Are those clams safe
to eat?
horts
Comedy S on
issi
m
$8 ad
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April 20
Sunday

12:00pm
Cine Cubano
Hombres de Cocodrilos
Liván A. Magdaleno Cruzata,
Cuba, 2013, 46 mins.
In Spanish with English
subtitles
Located in the UNESCO
Biosphere Reserve of the
Zapata Peninsula, the town
of Cocodrilos is less than
three hours from Havana but
feels years away. Its people
struggle to survive, earning
a subsistence living from
trapping water buffalo and
catfish.
preceded by

El Evangelio Según
Ramiro

Juan Carlos Calahorra, Cuba,
2013, 28 min.
In Spanish with English
subtitles
Ramiro is a transvestite
surviving on the margins of
society, and this film shares
his reflections.
$6 admission
22

Screening Room

April 20

4:00pm
Global Shorts

4:00pm
Global Shorts

The

2:00pm
Culture

Koan de Printemps
(Koan of Spring)

Lou Ma Ho/Marc-Olivier
Louveau, France/Korea/Vietnam,
2013, 74 min.
In Vietnamese with English
subtitles
In Vietnam, an aging weapons
master in search of a successor
pays a visit to a retired general
with two sons. After both sons
fail to pass the master’s tests,
he takes notice of the general’s
quick-witted, charming daughter.
Could she be the successor he
seeks?
$6 admission

Butterfly Dreams
Venkat Krishnan, India/USA,
2013, 22 min.
A child laborer has one
dream, to read and write. She
has one last chance when
an educated man comes to
town.

Diego
Sara Seligman, Mexico/
Germany/USA, 2013, 17 min.
A 10-year old boy is growing
up in a family where violence
is equivalent to manhood.
He doesn’t fit in and must
choose to follow in his
family’s footsteps, or follow
his heart.
continued on next page

Follow the Fest!

Sunday

Door God

Yulin Liu, China, 2013,
24 min.
A 7-year old girl has been
waiting two years for her
mother to come home.
When her family finally puts
up the Door God on Chinese
New Year, her mother
finally returns, but brings
irreversible change to the
family.

Without Fire

Eliza McNitt, USA, 2013,
20 min.
A young Navajo girl must
find a way to heat her home
to save her asthma-stricken
mother from a bitter winter
storm.
orts
Global Sh n
io
$6 admiss

The

Screening Room
6:00pm
Culture
Amka And The Three
Golden Rules

Babar Ahmed, Mongolia, 2013,
86 min.
In Mongolian with English
subtitles
Amka, a poor but good natured
and responsible boy, finds a gold
coin. It seems that luck is in
his favor, but Amka’s brush with
money soon begins to change
him. It takes a journey into the
Mongolian countryside for Amka
to reconnect with his family and
his culture.
$8 admission

8:00pm
Cine Cubano
Habanastation

Ian Padrón, Cuba, 2011,
95 min.
In Spanish with English
subtitles
Mayito loves his new toy so
much that he takes it with
him to the city’s huge May
Day Celebration. He loses
his way, but finds a new world
so close yet so completely
different from his own. Filmed
in a Havana slum, the film
addresses inequalities in
Cuba through the relationship
between two children of
different social strata.
preceded by

Un Deseo
Celiá Suárez Fernandez,
Cuba, 2012, 4 mins.
In Spanish with English
subtitles
The opportunity of a lifetime
falls into the boss’s hands.
$6 admission
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April 21

Monday

6:00pm
Survival

A Fighting Heart

Des Kilbane, Ireland/USA,
2013, 57 min.
Johnny Kilbane, a “fighter,
politician, and poet,” was one
of the greatest boxers of the
20th century. This rags-toriches documentary tracks
the boxer’s rise to stardom
amidst the backdrop of the
emigration that occurred
from Ireland’s Achill Island to
Cleveland, Ohio.
preceded by

Bhiwani Junction

Abhi Singh, India/USA,
2013, 18 min.
Twelve-year-old Himanshu
trains and dreams of the
Olympics at India’s leading
grass-roots gym, the Bhiwani
Boxing Club.

$8 admission

The

Screening Room
8:00pm Irish Shorts
Covet

The Missing Scarf

Liam O Mochain, Ireland, 2013,
12 min.

Eoin Duffy, Ireland, 2013,
7 min.

Bridget talks candidly about
her first and only true love, but
does unrequited love really go
unnoticed?

A black comedy exploring some
of life’s common fears: fear of the
unknown, of failure, rejection and
finally the fear of death. Narrated
by George Takei.

The Country Man

Eamonn Norris, Ireland, 2013,
13 min.
A young country farmer decides to
pack up his bags and head for the
bright lights of Dublin city.

The Last Days of
Peter Bergmann

Ciaran Cassidy, Ireland, 2013,
19 min.
In the summer of 2009, a man
calling himself Peter Bergmann
and claiming to be from Austria,
arrived in Sligo Town. Over his final
three days, he would go to great
lengths to ensure no one would
ever discover who he was or where
he came from.

There Is No Charge
For The Hat

Shane Hogan, Ireland, 2013,
14 min.
A couple in the Irish midlands are
the custodians of a 187 year old
hat, reputed to cure headaches
and other ailments.
s
Irish Short n
o
issi
m
$8 ad
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April 22

The

Screening Room

Tuesday

6:00pm Short Docs
The Apothecary

Mind in Body

Helen Hood Scheer, USA,
2013, 17 min.

Yael Bridge, USA, 2013, 7 min.

Don Colcord, a beloved druggist
in a rural Colorado outpost,
struggles to care for friends in
need and a wife who suffers
from a debilitating illness.

LA Miner

Utilizing extreme close ups,
CAT scan footage, and diverse
interviews, this intimate
documentary explores the
relationships that people have
with their bodies and identities.

Mother Tongue:
The Art of Mark Hosford

Thomas Wood, USA, 2014,
24 min.
A modern-day prospector seeks
gold in the hilly outskirts of Los
Angeles. Is he driven by wealth,
or by something more profound?

Brian McHugh, USA, 2014,
14 min.
A self-proclaimed introvert uses
art to work through issues and
promote change.
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8:00pm
Family
Drama
Trampoline
Tom Ryan, Ireland, 2013,
74 min.
A young woman returns
home to find that some
things never change and
other things are more
changed than she could
ever have imagined. She’s
disappointed and struggling
to find her place in the world.
If she’s going to bounce
back, she’ll need to learn to
forgive.
$8 admission

April 23

The

Wednesday

Screening Room
8:00pm
Family
Comedy

6:00pm Global Shorts
Arena

Martin Rath, Poland, 2013,
23 min.
A young hitchhiker joins a remote
logging community, finding his
place amid a harsh environment
and hardened locals. But one
test remains.

Cough

Jason Kempnich, Australia,
2013, 11 min.
Liberty was yesterday. When
a viral outbreak turns into a
pandemic, George questions
the necessity of his governmentenforced new lifestyle.

The Doctor of Bagram
Neil M. Paik, USA, 2013,
10 min.

An embittered trauma surgeon
flees his past on the battlefields
of Afghanistan, where both
soldiers and civilians bear the
scars of war.

The Landing
Josh Tanner, Australia, 2013,
18 min.

The O’Briens

Richard Waters/Emma Gahan,
Ireland, 2013, 84 min.

A man returns to his childhood
farm to find out what really
landed there in the summer of
1960.

Meeting Gary
Min Dai, USA, 2013, 15 min.
A young male dancer faces lack
of support from his very broken
family. Luckily he finds an ally in
Gary, who teaches him to follow
his dreams.
orts
Global Sh on
issi
$8 adm

What happens when adult
Irish siblings are summoned
by their father to return to their
farmhouse in Ireland? Chaos!
This lovable but nutty family is
still not over the death of their
matriarch a couple years ago.
And they all have a secret or two
that is just waiting to come out.
$8 admission

Filmmaker Hangouts
Group video conferences with Fest
filmmakers in global locations,
broadcast live and archived on
Google+ and YouTube. Check Fest
website for more info.
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April 24

The

Thursday

7:00pm
Love Story
Hotel Congress

Nadia Litz/Michel Kandinsky,
Canada, 2014, 75 min.
A man and woman meet up
at Tucson’s historic Hotel
Congress to test their abilities
to remain faithful to their
respective partners. Banter
flows, secrets are shared.
Will they return to their
normal lives or succumb to
temptation? Hotel Congress
is a romantic film for the
unromantic.
preceded by

Hello, Goodbye

Jerry Sangiuliano, USA,
2013, 8 min.
Hundreds of talking heads,
in different languages and
emotions, merge abstractly
into one.

9:30pm Edgy Shorts
Maternidad

(Motherhood)
José Luis Ordóñez, Spain, 2014,
15 min.
In Spanish with English subtitles
When motherhood is not what
she expected, a new mother
considers the unthinkable.

Niko

Ilgar Ozturk, Turkey/USA, 2013,
15 min.
A writer tries to keep his main
character in the scripted world,
and away from his girl—but Niko
has escaped.

One More for the Road
Navin Ramaswaran, Canada,
2013, 17 min.

A fractured couple hit the road,
but sexual and emotional strains
in their marriage force them to
change course.

Start of Something

Derrick Hausen, USA, 2014,
4 min.
A different story about first love.

Strange Thing

Alrik Bursell, USA, 2013, 10 min.
A newly married couple wake to
find a strange door has appeared
in their living room.

Stranger

Brandon Christensen, USA,
2013, 3 min.
In old Las Vegas, a top hit man
questions his life while awaiting
death.
s
Edgy Short n
o
issi
m
$8 ad

Friday

6:00pm
Music

Harlem Street Singer

Trevor Laurence/Simeon
Hunter, USA, 2013, 77 min.
Rev. Gary Davis gained fame
as a blind street guitarist
whose musical identity
alternated between devout
gospel singer and hard-edged
bluesman. Through interviews
with those he mentored, such
as Bob Weir (Grateful Dead)
and Peter Yarrow (Peter, Paul
and Mary), this documentary
chronicles Davis’ understated
contributions to the 1960s
folk revival.
$8 admission

Sunday, April 27
Best of the Fest

Award-winners at
The Screening Room
1pm • 4pm • 7pm

The

Screening Room
8:00pm
Family
Drama

10:00pm
Cine Cubano
Verde Verde

A Standing Still

Scott Ballard, USA, 2014,
75 min.
Allison loves her solitary job at
the Willamette National Forest,
but must return home to care for
her ailing father. In doing so, she
is forced to face the dynamics
that have led her to lead such a
reclusive life.
preceded by

Love in the City

Emanuele Michetti, USA, 2014,
4 min.
How do relationships evolve in a
city where everything moves too
fast?
$8 admission
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Enrique Pineda Barnet, Cuba,
2012, 77 min.
In Spanish with English
subtitles
In a port side bar, a navy
nurse meets a computer
technician/aspiring pilot.
Attraction, seduction,
rejection, sex, pleasure, and
violence ensue in this gay
themed film based on a true
story.
$8 admission

A

$8 admission

Screening Room

April 25

Saturday

The

Screening Room

12:00pm IndieYouth
Black Rock Creek

Pain

Malone Lumarda, USA, 2013,
5 min.
A little girl plays at a creek,
embracing the experiences that
nature has to offer.

Louis Snooks, USA, 2013,
13 min.
A powerful message about the
impact bullying can have on its
victims.

Blurred Paths

A Purrfect Pair

Alexander Zemaitis, USA, 2014,
7 min.
A poignant story about a young
boy who reaches out to a homeless man.

Just Play
Andrys Omar Galan, USA, 2013,
2 min.
Don’t limit and don’t discriminate, because it spoils the
game.

Laundry Day
Michael Stevantoni, Canada,
2013, 3 min.
Laundry day in a new light. Good
clean fun.

Sam Slocum/Rod Myers, USA,
2013, 9 min.
A group of kids are on a quest to
investigate a mysterious legend.

Superdate

Gwyneth Christoffel, Canada,
2013, 3 min.
A cat and dog defy the laws of
nature to make the purrfect pair
of friends.

Sasha Fox, USA, 2013, 3 min.
A Batman-loving girl is
disgruntled when her friend
shows up in a Superman shirt.

Regione Caecorum

Alexa Ventura, USA, 2014,
7 min.
High school seniors plan to bury
a time capsule to commemorate
the last four years.

(In the Land of the Blind)

Drew Goldsmith, USA, 2013,
3 min.
Stop motion animation captures
the humor when elderly people
go speed dating.

Silver Linings
Emily Webster, USA, 2013,
5 min.
A young girl is placed into foster
care after her parents are
accused of drug abuse.

The Time Capsule

A Winter Tale
Vincent Potuto, USA, 2014,
3 min.
A grandfather tells his grandchild
about the adventuresome toy he
had as a boy.
Indie Youth n
o
$6 admissi

Saturday

2:00pm
Community

Big Charity:
The Death of America’s
Oldest Hospital
Alex Glustrom, USA, 2014,
60 min.

Charity Hospital improved the
lives of New Orleans’ residents
for over 300 years, by caring
for the impoverished homeless,
and the mentally ill. This
documentary follows the staff’s
heroic efforts during Hurricane
Katrina, and the unfortunate
political decision to close the
hospital afterward.
preceded by

Not Anymore:
A Story of Revolution
Matthew VanDyke, Syria/USA,
2013, 14 min.

The

Screening Room
4:00pm
Human
Rights

7:00pm
Youth Drama
Hasta Mañana

Under the Same Sun
Sameh Zoabi, Palestinian
Territories/Israel, 2013, 75 min.
In Arabic/Hebrew/English with
English subtitles
Two businessmen—one from
Palestine and another from
Israel—plan to bring solar
energy to Palestine despite
opposition from their families,
communities, and government.
As they seek support for their
venture via social media, their
project evolves from a business
opportunity to a campaign
for peace between Israel and
Palestine.

Orphans Leo and Nino have
been friends since youth. Leo
finds refuge in writing and
dreams of one day meeting
his idol, filmmaker Claude
Lelouch, while Nino travels
to great lengths to help fulfill
his friend’s dreams. This film
is a heartwarming look at
childhood friendship.
$8 admission

$6 admission

Two young Syrians tell the story
of their fight for a future.
$6 admission

Sébastien Maggiani/Olivier
Vidal, France, 2013, 81 min.
In French with English
subtitles
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Slender: The Film
[Episode #1]

April 26

A

April 26

D
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